Formular drucken

Application to commence the doctoral procedure at Faculty VII Economics and Management, Technische Universität Berlin
Degree:

Academic title, first name, last name

Adresse, Telefon, Email

For TU Berlin employees only:
Secretariat and direct dial, personnel number (voluntary)

An den
Dekan der Fakultät VII
Wirtschaft und Management
der Technischen Universität Berlin
Sekr. H 30
Str. des 17. Juni 135
10623 Berlin
1. Degree and Dissertation
Ich apply for admission to the doctoral procedure at Facuty VII to obtain the following degree:

Title of the dissertation:

Discipline of the intended degree:

2. Pre-publication of the dissertation (§5, Sec.1(6) Doctoral Regulations)
The dissertation/parts of the dissertation has/have
If the dissertation or parts thereof have been previously published please attach the biographical data
as well as one copy each of the publication(s). Please give details of co-authors where necessary.

3. Suggestion for the selection of evaluators (§5, Sec. 2 Doctoral Regulations)
The number and requires statues of evaluators is given in §6, Sec. 4 of the doctoral regulations.
Please note that at least one evaluator should not be a member of TU Berlin.
I suggest the following evaluators

Title, first name, name of evaluators, please provide contact details for external evaluators

4. Further applications for admission as a doctoral candidate or for doctoral procedures

University and faculty where applications have been filed

Type and date of the application (admission as a candidate, admission to doctoral procedures)

In case of admission to a doctoral procedure:
Title of the dissertation and result of the procedure

5. Previous university studies

(please skip this section if you have already applied for admission as a doctoral candidate at Faculty VII)

I have completed the following university degrees (starting with the highest degree). Please use a
separate sheet for further degrees
Course:
Minor:
Degree:
Institution:

Course:
Minor:
Degree:
Institution:
6. Signature

Date, signature of the applicant
7. Declerations according to §5, Sec. 1 of the Doctoral Regulations
re. (1): I hereby declare that I am acquainted with the current doctoral regulations of the TU Berlin as
of 23. October 2006, entered into force on 16. April 2008.
re. (5): I hereby declare in lieu of an oath that I have independently completed the dissertation. All aids
and sources have been listed.
re. (6): I hereby declare that all pre-publications of the dissertation or parts therefore according to Sec.
2. of this form are attached.
re. (7): I hereby declare that I have listed all applications (if any) for admission as a doctoral
candidates or admission to doctoral procedure according in Sec. 4. of this form.

Date, signature of the applicant
Attachements
four bound copies of the dissertation or one copy in addition to the individual copies for each
evaluator
a signed CV of the applicant including the date of birth and citizenship
Copy of the certificate according to §3 of the doctoral regulations of the TU Berlin
In case of pre-publications
bibliographical details as well as one copy of each pre-publication
In case of additional requirements
Proof that additional requirements are fulfilled

Statistical Data
We would kindly ask you to answer the following questions for statistical purposes. The Faculty will
treat you data confidentially and will use it for official statistics and lists of completed doctoral degrees.
Please do complete this section even if your employment at the TU Berlin has been some time ago.
Thank you!

During the completion of the dissertation I have been employed at the TU Berlin or received a
scholarship as follows:
Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiterin/wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter with teaching duties at
Chair:
Duration (e.g. 2005-2007):
Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiterin/wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter with third-party funding at
Chair:
Duration (e.g. 2005-2007):
Scholarhip recipient at
Chair:
Duration (e.g. 2005-2007)
Duration of the dissertation (in years):

